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Abstract. Security plays a vital role in modern day communication systems. Only encryption of data is not sufficient to ensure data integrity, hence for integrity assurances authentication is also required to be incorporated with the encryption algorithm. Authenticated encryption ensures data integrity and security. In this paper we discuss the hardware implementation of Trivia-ck [1], an authenticated encryption algorithm based on a variant of stream cipher Trivium. The design was able to achieve a high throughput of 91.2 Gbps giving an area of 24.4 KGE, while synthesis was done using 65nm libs operating under typical conditions. The design gives a throughput/area of 3.73 Gbps/KGE. This design is first of its kind and it may serve as a base implementation in future designs.
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Introduction and Motivation



The internet of things (IoT) has made the security of all the connected devices significantly important in today’s setup. Every embedded device is online, and this online presence gives a chance to third party intruder to alter the communication between two devices, hence critical information transfer requires a secure channel. Symmetric-key cryptography provides privacy by securing the channel, but it does not provide data integrity and source authenticity. Message authentication codes (MACs) on the other hand are used to provide integrity and authenticity assurances. Using a combination of symmetric key encryption and MAC, this problem can be resolved [3]. Authenticated Encryption (AE) is an efficient approach to provide privacy and authenticity of the data simultaneously. AE is an extension of symmetric-key encryption which offers authenticity. There are 3 ways to provide AE: 1- Encrypt then MAC, 2- Encrypt and MAC, 3- MAC then Encrypt. Trivia-ck is an AE, currently a candidate in CAESAR competition [2]. Among all the entries, 20% are based on AES, where Trivia-ck stands out. It is based on Trivium [4], and provides high throughput, and cycles



per byte, and low area, making it a very good candidate. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, Trivia-ck is briefly discussed to have the knowledge of the algorithm. The hardware implementation along with different design points is discussed in section 3. Finally, section 4 evaluates the performance of our hardware architecture, while comparing it with different CAESAR candidates.
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Cycles Per Byte (cpb) Analysis



Trivia-ck design targets high speed implementation and requires 47 clock cycles to authenticate and encrypt one message block of 64-bits. The cycle count is shown in Figure 1 where no pipeline stage has been used. 18 cycles are required for initialization phase where state register is updated in every cycle along with Z, the associated data AD is loaded and processed in 1 cycle, and during checksum phase instead of loading the block, checksum computed in earlier stage is used as input. Computation through checksum requires 4 cycles and finally 1 cycle to update tag and state register during processing of AD. For message (msg) encryption, again, the same number of cycles are required but AD is replaced by msg. The rest of the process is same with one minor difference, now the checksum is calculated only 3 times instead of 4 before the tag update.



Fig. 1. Cycle count of Trivia-ck. Associated data cycle count (top), message encryption (bottom)



Mathematically, cycle count can be represented in the following manner cycle count = (init count ∗ 2) +



adlen msglen + +4+1+3+1 8 8



(1)



where init count is 18 in Trivia-ck, adlen and msglen are in bytes instead of bits. The corresponding cpb can be calculated using the following formula cpb =



cycle count msglen



(2)



2.1



Pipelining



On the other hand, when the design uses single stage pipeline, the cycle count increases to 49 to authenticate and encrypt one message block of 64-bits. Two additional clock cycles are required to flush the pipeline registers. The rest of the data processing flow remains the same. The pipelined cycle count is shown in Figure 2.



Fig. 2. Cycle count of Trivia-ck after single stage pipeline. Associated data cycle count (top), message encryption (bottom)



Similarly, cycle count for pipelined design can be represented in the following manner cycle count = (init count ∗ 2) +



adlen msglen + + 9 + (pipe stages ∗ 2) (3) 8 8



where pipe stages are 1 in our case. As the number of pipe stages increase, the corresponding cycle count will increase accordingly. The cpb can be calculated using Eq. 2
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Hardware Architectures



The top level diagram of Trivia-ck accelrator is shown in Figure 3. We present two architectures of Trivia-ck in this paper, a base implementation without any pipelining, and a single stage pipelined implementation. Both the implementations follow the same top level model. The architectures are very modular and provide high level of scalability. Due to similarity in operations for processing AD, and msg, same hardware modules are used to process both kinds of data. A single bit switch is used to distinguish between the type of input data. The algorithm consists of multiple operations, hence, the Trivia-ck hardware consists of the following modules: 1. State Registers: The registers are always the base component of any algorithm. State registers are used to store the intermediate states after each iteration. The state registers are used for 384-bit State Update, 256-bit Z register, 64-bit block, 160-bit tag, and 256-bit checksum.



Fig. 3. Trivia-ck top level model



2. State Update: State Update module is used to update the current state of the algorithm. This module is used in each iteration during initialization, encryption, and finalization. It takes 128-bit key, 64-bit Npub, 64-bit param, and 384-bits state register value as input. Performs the operations on the input values, and updates the state register. 3. Field Multiplication: Field multiplication module takes two 32-bit inputs, calculates the pseudo dot product on the input, and produces a 32-bit output. 4. VHorner32 : This module is used for horner’s multiplication for 32-bit Vandermonde Matrix Multiplication. It takes two inputs, a 32-bit value from field multiplication, and 160-bit tag value. It processes the input to generate a new tag of 160-bits. During the processing of AD, it processes all the 160bits of tag to give the output, whereas, for msg processing, only 128 bits are used. 5. VHorner64 : This module is used for horner’s multiplication for 64-bit Vandermonde Matrix Multiplication. It takes input block of 64-bits, and current checksum value of 256-bits as input. It generates a 256-bit checksum value as output. This modules executes its operations on 256-bits of checksum when working on AD, otherwise it uses only 192-bits. 3.1



Base Implementation



First implementation of Trivia-ck sets the base of our architecture. It is the most basic implementation which is neither optimized for area nor throughput. The design exploits the parallelism inherent to the algorithm and processes 64 bits in each cycle, shown in Figure 4. The critical path is shown in red. Prior to initialization,the state register is loaded with Key,param,Npub, and ones in the remaining bits on reset. Once the state registers are initialized, the initialization process starts where state register is updated in each cycle with state update operation. After initialization process, 8 bytes of AD are fetched in to the block register, which feeds the field multiplication module by XORing the 64-bits of block with 64-bits from state register. In parallel, the 64-bits of block are XORed with 64-bits of Z to get cipher text. field multiplication module is followed by



Fig. 4. Trivia-ck basic hardware implementation



VHorner32 module which generates the new tag. The field multiplication module has 64 2×1 32-bit Mux in series. The checksum is updated in VHorner64 module which is also executed in parallel. When the AD is finished, the checksum is calculated hence we require a 2×1 64-bit Mux which fetches 64-bits of checksum at a time to update the tag. Every operation is executing in parallel, hence one round can be executed in single cycle. At the end, after processing checksum, the tag and state register are updated in single cycle. We require a 3×1 mux at the input of state register and a 2×1 mux at the input of tag register. The state register takes input from 3 sources, initialization values on reset, state update after each cycle, and state register XORed with tag. Similarly, tag takes values from two sources, VHorner32, and Z. The control of the complete design is implemented using finite state machine (FSM), not shown in the schematic. The FSM consists of 6 states, where it starts with an idle state followed by initialization. After initialization, FSM goes in to processing state and stays there until the all the data has been processed. Then it jumps to checksum processing, followed by tag update, and pipeline flush. Only 3-bit register is required to store the present state of FSM. The combinational logic can be reduced for low area design requirements where resources will be shared, consequently the number of cycles will increase decreasing the throughput. Hence, it is a trade-off between area and speed. 3.2



Pipelined Implementation



The base implementation in section 3.1 can be used as a initial point for optimization, either for area or for throughput. Analysing the basic implementation, we identify the critical path which can be broken down in to a shorter path to increase the operating frequency. All the operations are single operations except



for Tag generation. Tag generation requires two operations in series, which are using multiple mux in series. This long chain of muxes reduces the clock speed of the whole design, hence other modules which can operate on higher frequencies are also limited by this. Therefore, we break the critical path and insert a pipeline register after Field Multiplication module. To balance the design, we also have to insert a pipeline register for Z register. Using this pipelined architecture, we are able to achieve higher throughput for Trivia-ck, as shown in Figure 5.



Fig. 5. Trivia-ck pipelined hardware implementation



3.3



Enc/Dec Implementation



Due to the similar structure of encryption and decryption algorithms, a combined hardware can also be designed with a small increase in area, while getting the same throughput. The encryption or decryption mode is selected using a mode select signal. When the mode select is set to 0, the hardware operates in encryption mode, whereas when mode select is set to 1, the hardware operates in decryption mode.
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Performance Results And Comparison



The architectures of Trivia-ck are described in verilog HDL and synthesis is done with Synopsys Design Compiler J-2014.09 using Faraday standard cell libraries in topographical mode. We used UMC 65 nm logic SP/RVT Low-K process technology node for synthesis. The area for base implementation was 23.6 KGE



at a frequency of 1150 MHz, with 7.2 KGE required for sequential logic and 16.4 KGE required for combinational logic. The corresponding throughput comes out to be 73.9 Gbps, and throughput/area is 3.02 Mbps/GE. The area utilization is shown in Table 1 where each module and its respective area is shown. The registers for Tag, block, and checksum are instantiated in the top-module, hence their distribution is not listed in the table. Table 1. Area utilization without pipeline stage, Trivia-ck Base implementation Pipelined implementation Area (GE) % Area (GE) % Field Multiplication 6275 26 6890 28 Update State 7214 30 7208 29.5 FSM 1260 5.3 1296 5.3 VHorner32 675 2.8 387 1.5 VHorner64 573 2.4 576 2.4 Module



Similarly, the synthesis for pipelined implementation was carried under similar operating conditions, tools, and libraries. The design was successfully synthesized at 1425 MHz giving an area of 24.4 KGE, with 7.7 KGE in sequential and 16.7 KGE in combinational logic. The design successfully achieved a throughput of 91.2 Gbps with throughput/area of 3.7 Mbps/GE. The module-wise breakdown of area is shown in Table 1. The registers for Tag, block, checksum, and pipeline registers are instantiated in the top-module, hence their distribution is not listed in the table. For performance measures, different message lengths were considered to calculate cycles per byte. When the message length is 8 bytes, the overhead of initialization is significantly large in both the cases, base implementation and pipelined implementation, giving a high cycles per byte count but as we increase the message length, the overhead becomes less significant giving a cycle per byte of 0.25 for a message length of 8192 bytes, shown in Table 2 and graphically in Figure 6. Hence, as we increase the message length the cycles per byte of both designs converge. Table 2. ASIC implementation numbers for Trivia-ck (in clocks per byte) Message length (Bytes) 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 Trivia-base 5.87 3.06 1.65 0.95 0.60 0.42 0.33 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.25 Trivia-pipelined 6.12 3.18 1.71 0.98 0.61 0.43 0.34 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.25 Algorithm



Fig. 6. Hardware performance of pipelined design of Trivia-ck for different message lengths



4.1



Comparison



Not all CAESAR candidates have hardware implementations so far, and there is no other hardware implementation of Trivia-ck as well, so, the comparison done with the known results listed in Table 3 shows that Trivia-ck has a better throughput, cycles per byte and throughput/area. Table 3. Performance results, Trivia-ck Area Throughput Cycles per Byte Efficiency (KGE) (Gpbs) (cpb) (Gbps/ KGE) Trivia-ck base 23.6 73.9 0.25 3.13 Trivia-ck pipelined 24.4 91.2 0.25 3.73 ICEPOLE,v1 [5] 42 SCREAM, iSCREAM [6] 17.29 5.19 0.30 AES-GCM [7] 20.5 2.62 0.13 AO1 20.55 1.35 6.67 0.07 AO2 60.88 37.44 0.33 0.61 AEGIS [8] T O1 88.91 53.55 0.20 0.60 T O2 172.72 121.07 0.07 0.70 Algorithm
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Conclusion



In this paper we presented an efficient hardware implementation of Trivia-ck authenticated algorithm which can achieve very high throughput, and throughput/area performance metric. We also performed analysis on the architecture



for combined encryption-decryption implementation at the cost of small area increase. We compared our architecture’s performance with other CAESAR candidates and showed that our implementation provides better performance among them.
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